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A complete menu of The Merry Dairy from Ottawa covering all 19 courses and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about The Merry Dairy:
What can one say about homemade frozen custard? Made by a person who knows her stuff and serves it from a

mobile truck to hoards of fans no less? Ultimately it comes down to this: (1 this is what ice cream should taste
like all of the time and (2 everything else is inferior. The Merry Dairy is serving up cones of heavenly

deliciousness. And although the truck seems to be everywhere I am (I had a very tart and zesty l... read more.
You can use the WiFi of the place at no extra cost. What Jenneh Monkeh doesn't like about The Merry Dairy:
I was so excited when I saw the no sugar added (NSA) ice cream as I usually find it too sweet sadly it 's DIET

ICE CREAM!!!! It 's sweeter than ever!!!!! I 'm so disappointed especially the vanilla....it 's SICKLY sweet because
they use sweetener replacement and the flavour is wrong....the regular vanilla is far better. The chocolate is ok,

but still too sweet.Edit I ordered the ice cream online and picked it up at t... read more. At The Merry Dairy in
Ottawa, there's a diverse brunch in the morning where you can indulge treat yourself, The typical Canadian
dishes are a hit among the visitors of the establishment. One also grills South American here with fresh fish,

meat, as well as corn and potatoes, A catering service offered by the restaurant allows you to eat the menus at
home or at the event.
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Topping�
TOPPINGS

Sweet� & Dessert�
SALTED CARAMEL

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

Desser�
COOKIES

BLUEBERRY PIE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
MINT

CHOCOLATE

GINGER

EGG

CARAMEL
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00 -20:00
Wednesday 12:00 -20:00
Thursday 12:00 -20:00
Friday 12:00 -21:00
Saturday 12:00 -21:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:00
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